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Accountable Care’s Implications for:

- Current Health Care Liability Captives
- Future Writings
- Domiciles
- Service Providers
- Other Areas
Implications for Current Captives

• What trends can we expect to see with regard to health care liability captives over the next few years?

• When should Risk Management get involved in the M&A process and what are the pressing issues of which management should be aware?

• Will there be partnering opportunities between hospital-sponsored captives and insurers/reinsurers?

• What effect can we expect on captive balance sheets when more patients will be seen by health care professionals?
Implications for Future Writings

- What changes can we expect in the kinds of insurance programs provided through captives under Accountable Care?

- How will Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) be structured for liability insurance purposes and what role will captives play in providing ACO coverage?
Domicile Implications

• Will Accountable Care have an effect on where new health care liability captives form or from where such existing captives choose to operate?

• What has been Vermont’s response to date in terms of business plan changes driven by Accountable Care?
Service Provider Implications

• Are there any areas of growth for captive service providers we can expect to see as a result of captive expansion to accommodate Accountable Care?

• How will captive owners’ needs as relates to their service providers be affected by Accountable Care?
Other Implications

• What are the special challenges/education needs that captive Boards of Directors will face as they consider the adoption of different lines of coverages/strategies through health care-sponsored captive insurers?

• How will physician risk management/education be delivered and what are the implications for captive expense levels?
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